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Abstract 
Opportunities of using social networks, cloud resources and Wikibooks in teaching of IT-disciplines are considered. The 
possibilities of these web services in the development of educational content of IT-disciplines, in the organization of new forms 
and methods of learning activities are discussed. Scoping review and synthesis of own pedagogical experience allows making 
conclusions about beneficial use of web services in the educational content production. Web services allow creating virtual 
environment for collaboration of teachers and students. Some aspects of personalization of learning are discussed. 
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1. Introduction 
Modern education gains the features of Education 3.0, i.e., personally-oriented education based on web 
technologies. The development of Education 3.0 takes place on basis of the following processes: 
x the students actively use mobile learning opportunities; 
x they are organized in social networks, actively use them for educational communications; 
x the virtual environment  is usual educational environment for their learning. 
Education 3.0 features in modern educational environment formed spontaneously, and mainly due to technologies 
assimilation by the students, while the academic community works mostly in the framework of Education 1.0. High 
proficiency of students in modern computing devices allows them to form their own learning environment, thereby 
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bringing elements of Education 3.0 in the learning.  Table 1 shows characteristics of educational generations, which 
form their infrastructure (Golitsyna, 2014). 
Table 1. Infrastructure of generations Education 1.0-3.0 
Characteristics Education 1.0 Education 2.0 Education 3.0 
Technological platform Computer classes 
 
Computer classes, private PC Mobile devices 
Software LMS  LMS in integration with other 
types of software, particularly 
social 
Social software,  
cloud resources 
Developers of educational 
content 







Teacher with the elements of 
collaboration 
 
Collaboration of teachers and 
students 
Methods Traditional technologies of e-
learning, mainly reproductive 
ones 
E-learning technologies with 
elements of productive 
educational activities 
Productive, in context of  
educational environment 
 
Despite the fact that infrastructure Education 3.0 mainly develops independently from the educational 
institutions; teachers can use that to achieve the educational purposes, including the attracting of students to 
productive learning activities and to development of personally-oriented educational environment. 
2. Goals and methodology of research 
This paper focuses on usage of web services in educational content production issues, collaboration of teachers 
and students in virtual environment, some aspects of personalization in learning. Scoping review and synthesis of 
own pedagogical experience allows making conclusions about beneficial use of web-services in teaching of IT-
disciplines. 
3. Discussion 
3.1. Development of educational content 
“There is a shift away from the production of online content by traditional, “authoritative” sources, toward 
content generated by web users themselves. In academia, these users are students, who now have the tools, spaces, 
and skills to contribute ideas and publish their views, research, and interpretations online.” (Lee & McLoughlin, 
2010, p. 45). Modern web tools help to contribute to educational content production, both students and teachers, 
who are (or should be) curators of educational information (Pappas, 2013). 
Web services provide following features in educational content production (Golitsyna  & Afzalova, 2014):  
1. Educational content can be expanded with additional information sources through access in the necessary 
context to the Internet resources. Additionally to educational web-pages and other specially designed digital 
educational resources, social networks become a virtually unlimited source of educational information (Wang, Woo, 
Quek, Yang, Liu, 2012; Cloete & Villiers, 2009; Hosny & Fatima, 2009).  
For example, in the most popular among students and pupils in Russia social network “Vkontakte” 
(http://vk.com/), registered: 
x 6679 communities, which name contains "Informatics"; 
x 4550 communities, which name contains "Programming";   
x 1459 communities, which name contains "Information technologies". 
These communities are widely used by students and pupils as the sources of learning content in the study of IT - 
disciplines. Teachers have the opportunity to complement continuously the educational content, which is changing 
rapidly in today's IT development. 
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2. Storage of unlimited amount of educational information without external drives. Teacher can upload any 
necessary learning material without worrying that students do not have sufficient amount of textbooks or manuals. 
For these purposes can be easily used cloud web-resources or communities in social networks. 
For creation of new educational resources for courses with interdisciplinary content, we used Wikibooks 
(https://ru.wikibooks.org/wiki/) – an open collection of textbooks (Golitsyna, 2013). 
Educational resources developed on Wikibooks basis, have the following features: 
x they can be interdisciplinary and can be used for development of interdisciplinary connections in educational 
process; 
x they can be easily changed and supplemented by new users; 
x they contain the system of constant renewal and growth of knowledge in the rapid development of science and 
technology. This is important for maintaining academic content in actual status. They can be provided with 
presentations of respective subjects and connected to other Internet sources by hyperlinks. 
Developed in Wikibooks educational resources allow: 
x to create virtual learning environment suitable to the subject of taught discipline; 
x to extend and change the educational content within the educational standards and curriculum of the subjects. 
Developed in Wikibooks course may contain hyperlinks describing used terminology. Learning content can be 
constantly updated simultaneously with updates of related web-pages. 
For example, the educational recourse “The tool for web-applications Visual Studio based on ASP.NET” 
(http://ru.wikibooks.org/wiki/ɋɪɟɞɫɬɜɨ_ɪɚɡɪɚɛɨɬɤɢ_ɜɟɛ-ɩɪɢɥɨɠɟɧɢɣ_Visual _Studio_ɧɚ_ɨɫɧɨɜɟ_ASP.NET) was 
produced in collaboration with the students. The main purpose of the course is introduction to the websites' design in 
Visual Studio environment (Golitsyna & Afzalova, 2012). Recourse introduces to server-side model of 
programming, methods of typical tasks solving. Additionally to the theoretical information, required for web-
designers professional terminology, resource contains links to electronic magazines and online tutorials, describing 
websites' design in C# in Visual Studio. 
3.2. Educational collaboration 
New educational paradigm is not regarding to students as to passive consumers of educational content, but also as 
active co-producers of knowledge, “and learning  production  is seen as a participatory, social, and networked 
process supporting personal life goals and needs” (Lee & McLoughlin, 2010, p. 49). Researchers are involved 
widely in discussions about methodological and methodical approaches to educational collaboration by means of 
web services (Artemenko, 2013; Budenkova & Tsvelyukh, 2014; Morze & Varchenko-Trotsenko, 2014; Gao, 2013; 
Zeeng, Robbie, Adams, Hutchison, 2009; Bennett, Bishop, Dalgarno, Waycott, Kennedy, 2012).  
Web services in the educational process can be used as the context educational environment providing following 
opportunities (Golitsyna & Afzalova, 2014): 
x Opportunity to share access among participants of educational process: teachers and students. 
x Opportunity to share and edit documents which lets to reorganize information in the process of its accumulation 
and development. 
Technologies available to students require changing the teachers’ role in a process of learning. Teachers can 
already create and use open educational resources in collaboration with students. Cloud computing creates a 
platform for cooperation - they allow to work of several users at the same time. With this feature, group projects and 
collaborative lesson plans can be optimized for both teachers and students (Weaver, 2013). We used cloud resource 
Google Drive (https://drive.google.com/) in organization of project activities of students (training direction "Applied 
Informatics (in education)"). The goal of the educational project was to develop electronic educational resource 
«Basics of Java programming» in LMS Moodle. Now it is available on website of Kazan (Volga) Federal University 
(http://edu.kpfu.ru/course/view.php?id=552). 
Using of cloud resources allowed us: 
x to organize total disk space for pre-positioning of educational content hosted in Moodle. Access was available 
both to teachers and students; 
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x to organize free exchange of documents required for the project, such as instructions, required for project 
development, students’ reports about progress of practical assignments. 
Cloud computing model is very promising for the learning of programming. Example of learning activity with the 
cloud service http://ideone.com is provided by Golitsyna and Afzalova (2014). Ideone is one of the most popular 
integrated development environments (IDE). IDE ideone provides syntax highlighting and the ability to save and 
share the code snippets, supports more than 20 different languages. Ideone aims to be a versatile tool for testing 
code fragments. Another example of IDE is compileonline.com. Compileonline.com is a website which allows 
compiling and running simple programs (http://www.wikireality.ru/wiki/Compileonline.com). Website supports 
more than 80 different programming languages.  
User can get registered in IDE or use their account on Facebook or Google. Owing to Facebook and possibility of 
collaboration in Google, teacher is able to make collaborative process of programming. 
Use of IDE for programming teaching: 
x creates additional opportunities for interaction among all participants of educational process; 
x students learn to work with cloud applications, not just store data, but also create new products in the cloud; 
x allows the teacher to use various forms of training activities within the classroom; 
x allows to organize individual activity of students using advantages of mobile learning (Afzalova, 2012). 
For creation of electronic educational resources, including collaborations with students, can be used such 
resources as the cloud portal "Obrazovatel’noe oblako [Educational cloud]” (http://ooblako.ru/) (Golitsyna, 2012) or 
Wikibooks  (Golitsyna, 2013). 
Creation and use of educational resources combine several types of educational activities: 
1. Project activities: educational resource can be produced as the project involving students in its implementation. 
2. Learning activities: content of educational resource can be defined by governmental standards or curriculum of 
disciplines, but developers have no restrictions in their choice of sources for the course construction, thereby 
creating their own educational content. In this activity can be widely used Internet resources. 
3. Collaboration: creation of resource happening in cooperation of students and teachers. 
4. Practical use: results of development can be used: 
x as the part of educational process in a context of traditional training with unlimited Internet access; 
x for organization of individual students’ activity; 
x in the frame of distant education, they allow to bring the elements of mobile training to educational process. 
Thematic analysis revealed that students identified a number of positive outcomes from using social networks to 
interact with each other and with their teachers (Hamid, Waycot, Kurnia, Chang, 2015). In a field of organization of 
forms and methods of educational activity, teachers can drastically change situation in class, using social networks 
(Dikov, 2013).  
x Social networks provide the environment for collective interaction when students can gather and discuss data for 
the joint project. For example, in preparation for common events - performances, concerts, parties. 
x Social networks can be productively used at all levels of educational process organization and extracurricular 
activities. Social network can be used as online message board for educational schedule, schedule of 
extracurricular activities, discussions of actual issues with parents, organization of pedagogical community 
meetings, alumni associations, etc. 
x Social networks can be used for the coordination of individual students’ activity. Answers on their questions can 
be given, complex tasks can be discussed and other things for which is no time in a classroom. 
3.3. Personalization of learning 
Access to personal information resources of students and teachers (social networks, e-mail) allows one to make 
training for each participant of learning process more personally oriented, to form personalized learning 
environment (McLoughlin & Lee, 2008). This environment has the following features (Halim, Ali, Yahaya, 2010): 
1. It involves students in a process of learning, increasing their responsibility and accountability. Students become 
creators of information, instead of being its consumers. 
2. It encourages students’ knowledge ownership. 
3. It gives autonomy level to students’ preferences. 
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4. It provides a real bond with life. 
5. It encourages creativity among students. 
6. It brings critical thinking, knowledge and understanding. 
7. It provides a forum for ideas exchange. 
8. It develops interdependence and mutual respect between teacher and students. 
Cloud services can become the tool for creation context educational environment, where it is possible to create 
conditions for formation of a new knowledge (Golitsyna & Afzalova, 2014). After giving to students creative tasks, 
teacher in class can act as a moderator of new knowledge creation. As a result, students can create a new subjective 
knowledge. And existence of common environment allows them to share their discoveries with each other. Thus, 
can be formed a new intellectual product, which can be used, developed and changed by every member of the group. 
By giving tasks to create educational projects in different forms, teacher changes the role of student in the class - 
from passive consumer of knowledge, student becomes an active participant in their search and organization. At the 
same time, students develop skills for targeted information research and networking. It makes a basis for the future 
professional competencies (Golitsyna, 2012).  
As the example of that kind of activity can be brought the task, when pre-teachers of "Pedagogical education" at 
the course "Computer technologies in innovative and pedagogical activities" were suggested to accomplish creative 
task "Use of social networks in the teaching of academic disciplines". Google Drive has been used as the common 
virtual environment. 
Fig. 1 shows the fragment of report of student G. Abrosimova. She proposed to use resources of community 
“Learn English Easy” (http://vk.com/wordsteps_com) in social network "Vkontakte" for organization of different 
forms of training activities during English lessons in secondary school. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Fragment of the student’s report for using social networks in English teaching 
Web-resources can be used as a platform for mobile learning. Mobile learning through a mobile device makes 
learning truly personalized. Students have the opportunity to choose learning content based on their interests. As a 
result mobile learning becomes student-oriented (Madhuri & Singh, 2009). 
Fig. 2 shows the page of educational resource "Cloud computing (in economics)" on the screen of variety of 
mobile devices in the emulation mode with application Mobilizer (http://www.springbox.com/mobilizer). The 
resource is designed by student F. Abdullin on website “Obrazovatel’noe oblako [Educational cloud]” 
(http://ooblako.ru/course/view.php?id=42). 
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Fig. 2. Page preview of the learning resource "Cloud technologies (in economics)" on the screens of different mobile devices 
Flexibility, quick access to particular educational information from mobile devices, improves performance of 
educational activities. 
Mobile learning can be combined with other types of learning, providing an interactive learning environment for 
students. For example, Gosudarev (2014) discussed the experience of programming teaching with mobile electronic 
educational environment on basis of e-learning systems and web-resources. 
4. Conclusion 
The use of Web services in teaching allows expanding educational content of IT-disciplines, to organize 
collaboration of teachers and students, to organize creative learning activities of students and to provide 
personalization of learning. 
Combining available public internet-tools, teachers have an opportunity to create an environment for 
collaboration with students, create and share their own educational content. This creates conditions for formation: 
x objectively new knowledge for teachers in organization of forms and methods of educational activities;  
x subjectively new knowledge for students in studied discipline. 
Opportunities of using social networks, cloud resources and wiki-technologies (in our case Wikibooks-service) 
for the management of student learning activities are shown in Table 2. 
Table 2. Opportunities of web services in teaching of IT-disciplines 





Social networks Attraction of educational 
information from the Internet 
resources  
Search and exchange of sources 
of educational information  
Wide opportunities for attraction 
of educational information and 
the Internet resources for solving 
of programming tasks. 
Opportunity for individual 
conversations of students and 
teachers, including usage of 
mobile devices 
Cloud resources Keeping of educational Joint learning activity and joint Opportunity to control the results 
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information at the common 
information resource for learning 
community 
keeping of educational modules 
 
of individual work of students at 
any time in any place. 
Opportunity for individual 
creative work in the frame of 
learning project 
 
Wikibooks Opportunity to create new 
educatiional resource, connect 
educational  content with 
educational and professional 
Internet-resources  
Joint creation of educational 
resources by means of wiki-
technology 
Opportunity of individual design 
and development of educational 
resources.  
Opportunity of learning activity 
with educational resource in 
individual mode and individual 
trajectory 
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